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This tool is designed for social, health, and legal services professionals whose daily work connects them with people in poverty. You will find case studies,
detailed analysis, helpful charts and exercises, and specific solutions to help redesign programs to better serve the poor, build skill sets to help guide
employees, upgrade training for front-line staff, improve treatment outcomes in healthcare, and increase the likelihood of moving from welfare to work.
Includes accompanying workbook.

YA, A 296 pp.
Bridges Out Of Poverty: Strategies For Professionals And Communities
BK
Payne, PhD, Ruby K. aha! Process, Inc.© 2001

261174

The Catholic Faith Series presents, in dialogue form, brief summaries of the Church's response to questions that are relevant to today's Christian, for a
deeper understanding of the elements of the faith. This volume addresses such topics as how to become a saint, angels, miracles, the Devil, magic, death,
hope, illness, money, work, politics, and science.

YA, A 197 pp.
Catholic Faith Series, The: Good And Evil And The Human Condition
BK

United States Conference Of Catholic Bishops© 2012
261185

This resource offers the proceedings from the thirty-fourth annual convention of the Fellowship of Catholic Scholars on Catholic social teaching and
economics. Topics include The USCCB and Catholic Social Teaching; Corporate Social Responsibility and the Role of Business in Society; Is the Market
Moral?; Toward an Optimal Implementation of the Social Teaching of the Catholic Church in the Contemporary Economic Setting: The Case for Competitive
Free Market Capitalism; Market Imperfections — Communication Breakdown; Why Are So Many Catholics Ignorant in Economics?; The Need for Gratuity in
Economics; Justice and the Human Person; Seeking a "Way Forward" on the One Hundred Twentieth Anniversary of Rerum novarum; Marriage, Society, and
the Common Good: Bringing the Catholic Perspective to the Public Square; (Neo)scholastic Economics: What's Old Is New; The Dignity of the Human Person
and the Common Good; Let Prudence Be Prudence and Doctrine Be Doctrine: The Doctrinal Status of Catholic Social Teaching.

YA, A 207 pp.

Catholic Social Teaching And Economics: Proceedings From The Thirty-Forth Annual Convention Of The  Fellowship
Of Catholic Scholars (September 23-25, 2011)
BK

Fellowship of Catholic Scholars© 2012
261169

This book is a story of transformation. More accurately, it is the stories of transformation in the Spirit. The author weaves together the insights of the biblical
tradition and the wisdom of Catholic social teaching with the stories of saints and spiritual leaders who are both contemporary and ancient. These witnesses
and martyrs who, under the power of the Spirit, lived out the meaning of the "glad tidings to the poor," the Gospel of Jesus Christ, invite us into that same
process of transformation and discipleship.

YA, A 203 pp.
Challenge And Spirituality Of Catholic Social Teaching, The
BK
Mich, Marvin L. Krier Just Faith, Inc.© 2005

261165

This book is designed to help spiritually grounded people be effective leaders in achieving changes through U.S. politics that would dramatically reduce
hunger and poverty in our country and around the world. It addresses the damage that hunger and poverty do, what we can learn from countries that have
reduced poverty, and what the Bible teaches about God moving in history with a special concern for poor people. It makes a case for stronger national efforts
to reduce poverty and argues from the experience of Bread for the World and from developments in U.S. politics. Also included are the author's remarks
about how God has drawn him into this work and how others can more effectively get involved.

YA, A 209 pp.
Exodus From Hunger: We Are Called To Change The Politics Of Hunger
BK
Beckmann, David Westminster / John Knox Press© 2010

261168

This book shows you how to infuse integrity into your business and why it is essential to success. You will learn not only the responsibilities you have to your
employees, to your customers, and to society in general, but also why you must fulfill these responsibilities to remain competitive. In short, you will learn how
to do the right thing in business, and how to do it the right way. Each chapter includes questions for reflection.

YA, A 222 pp.
Force For Good: The Catholic Guide To Business Integrity
BK
Engelland, Brian Sophia Institute Press© 2017

261189

This book for middle school counselors includes programs for anger-management, bullying, coping, decision-making, divorce, grief and loss, self-esteem skills
for success, and stress management. Each group begins with an energizer. Directions for eighteen energizers are included. In addition to the discussion,
reproducible activity sheets, interactive activities, and a review bingo game are included.

I, J, S 272 pp.
Grab Bag: Guidance And Other Small-Group Counseling Topics For Middle School Students (Grades 5-9)
BK
Kirby, Becky Mar-Co Products, Inc© 2012

268568

This book provides an introductory study guide for individuals and groups who are eager to learn the basics of Catholic teaching about social justice. By
linking Catholic prayer, worship, Scripture, and Church documents with justice principles and values, it shows how the social teachings of our church are not
some recent "fad" but are authentic teachings that have been, and continue to be, central to our Catholic faith. It shows our social teachings not as lofty, dry,
theological ideas but as practical "road maps" to help people of faith live a holy, happy, and righteous life amidst the complexities of everyday human
existence and experience. Reflection questions are provided with each chapter.

S, YA, A 128 pp.
Happy The People: When Love Becomes Justice
BK
Hoff, PhD, Marie D. Liguori Publications© 2013

261183
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This booklet offers a five-session communal process to communities of faith. It enables communities to gather for prayer, reflection, education, analysis,
discussion, and action to create an economic system that is just for all. This process can help build community, be a catalyst for transformation, and assist in
contributing to the common good.

S, YA, A 44 pp.
Just Economics: A Five Session Process For Faith Communities
BK

Intercommunity Peace and Justice Center© 2013
261175

This book is a practical guide meant to help faith communities deepen their commitment to bringing God's compassion to a wounded world. Intended for
pastoral leaders and parishioners with a heart for those who are poor and vulnerable, this book includes creative suggestions for starting or expanding social
efforts and contains six ready-to-use educational, interactive sessions for new or growing peace and justice committees.

YA, A 108 pp.
Ministry Of Peace And Justice, The (Collegeville Ministry Series)
BK
Laskey, Michael Jordan Liturgical Press© 2016

261171

Published for the first time, this is Merton's prophetic testaments on war and peace.

YA, A 165 pp.
Peace In The Post-Christian Era
BK
Merton, Thomas Orbis Books© 2004

261188

Salt and Light shows how the Ten Commandments and the Beatitudes, the two pillars of Christian moral teaching, complement each other. The Ten
Commandments are the "ground floor," providing the contours of the moral life. The Beatitudes, by contrast, show us how to live as creatures meant to share
in the life of God. Beyond merely a list of dos and don'ts, this is an introduction to a fuller grasp of Catholic moral teaching as part of the process of being
transformed by the Holy Spirit and living joyfully in virtue.

YA, A 157 pp.
Salt And Light: The Commandments, The Beatitudes, And A Joyful Life
BK
Shea, Mark P. Servant Books© 2013

261182

In May of 2008, the small town of Postville, Iowa, experienced an Immigration Raid in which nearly four hundred Guatemalan and Mexican immigrant workers
in the meat processing industry were arrested. The Postville Raid, the second largest in the United States history, was the first and last of its kind. This book
includes the life stories, told in their own words, of some of the workers who were affected by the raid. They share stories of their childhood, their decision and
the journey to "El Norte," working in the meat processing plant, and the raid and its aftermath.

YA, A 301 pp.
Shattered Dreams: The Story Of A Historical ICE Raid In The Words Of The Detainees
BK
Gibbs, Virginia Floricanto Press© 2014

261181

This is the incredible story of what can happen when the resources of the Catholic Church come together with the spiritual and physical resources of people
living in poverty around the world. The values of solidarity and human dignity incorporated in Catholic social teaching come to life through the stories in this
book of people served by Catholic Relief Services. Through CRS programs of micro-credit in Mexico and India, men and women develop their skills and
establish small businesses that create jobs for others. In Zambia, people learn to become caregivers to those with HIV/AIDS. In Rwanda, they learn to
become peacemakers. In Nicaragua, hope is gained through the production of Fair Trade certified coffee.

YA, A 161 pp.
Solidarity Will Transform The World: Stories Of Hope From Catholic Relief Services
BK
Korgen, MA, MSW, Jeffry Odell Orbis Books© 2007

261186

This book provides a synopsis of the meaning of each of the Ten Commandments. The opening section of each chapter defines the commandment, unpacks
its theological meaning, and explains how it should be applied to everyday life. Each chapter offers several answers from a Catholic perspective to questions
that are intimated by each commandment. The questions and answers are intended to help defend and apply the commandments to everyday life. Three case
studies are also presented for each commandment, drawn from a variety of simple to more complex moral dilemmas requiring discernment to determine the
correct and moral response for each. Follow-up questions can likewise be used for both individual response and for discussion among peers. The case
studies also lend themselves to role-play and debate.

S, YA 148 pp.
Ten Commandments, The: Case Studies In Catholic Morality (Student Text)
BK
Flynn, Ellen P. Ave Maria Press© 2010

269927

This book explains that the Ten Commandments teach us habits we need to live in right relationship with God, self, others, and things. These habits include
creating priorities, seeking intimacy, spending time, giving respect, and recognizing dignity. With these habits and through the healthy relationships that come
from them, we know a joy that goes beyond fleeting pleasure. We are surrounded by love, and we live our call to holiness.

YA, A 115 pp.
Ten: How The Commandments Can Change Your Life
BK
Sperry, Mary Elizabeth Franciscan Media© 2012

261187

For any Catholic called to prison ministry, this is a comprehensive handbook. It combines Catholic teaching, the best in current sociological and psychological
thinking on incarceration, and the reflections and stories of a trained and certified Catholic layman who has been doing prison ministry for over twenty years
after leaving a successful career as a lawyer in the financial industry.

YA, A 545 pp.
When We Visit Jesus In Prison: A Guide For Catholic Ministry
BK
Recinella, Chaplain Dale S. ACTA Publications© 2016

261173
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This book explores the Catholic stance against capital punishment. It offers new insight into the debates about capital punishment; provides revealing, and
sometimes surprising, information about methods of execution; and explores national and international trends and movements related to the death penalty. It
also addresses how the death penalty has been intertwined with racism, the high percentage of the mentally disabled on death row, and how the death
penalty disproportionately affects the poor. The foundation for the church's position on the death penalty is illuminated by discussion of the life and death of
Jesus, Scripture, the Mass, the Catechism of the Catholic Church, and the teachings of Pope John Paul II. It contains contemporary stories and examples as
well as discussion questions to engage groups in exploring complex issues.

YA, A 249 pp.
Where Justice And Mercy Meet: Catholic Opposition To The Death Penalty
BK

Liturgical Press© 2013
261170

"Nobody who works hard should be poor in America," writes author, David Shipler, as he journeys deeply into the lives of individual store clerks and factory
workers, farm laborers and sweatshop seamstresses, illegal immigrants in menial jobs and Americans saddled with immense student loans and paltry wages.
They are known as the working poor. Shippler shows how liberals and conservatives are both partly right — that practically every life story contains failure
caused by both society and the individual. Braced by hard fact and personal testimony, he unravels the forces that confines people in the quagmire of low
wages. This book also offers portraits of employers struggling against razor-thin profits and competition from abroad, and it offers pointed recommendations
for change that challenge Republicans and Democrats alike.

YA, A
Working Poor, The: Invisible In America
BK
Shipler, David K. Random House, Inc.© 2005

261176

In this book, the spiritual and corporal works of mercy are brought together under the umbrella of "The Five Scriptural Works of Mercy" that Jesus will use to
judge us at the end of the world, as found in Matthew 25:31-46. The Scriptural texts are enriched with the practical insights of St. Pope John Paul II, St.
Faustina, and Pope Francis. You will also find practical ways of implementing these works of mercy into your own life, in parish ministries, and in the
workplace, as well as a plan of action for making the works of mercy concrete and livable.

YA, A 200  pp.
'You Did It To Me' A Practical Guide To Mercy In Action
BK
Gaitley, MIC, Rev. Michael E. Marian Press© 2014

261184

Joyce Smith's adopted son John struggles in his high school years as he questions his purpose in life. During an outing with his friends, he falls through an icy
Missouri lake. Despite his amazing rescue, after fifteen minutes under the water, his family finds him in a hospital bed where all hope seems lost as John lies
lifeless. In the face of every bleak medical case history and dire scientific prediction, Joyce's unwavering belief inspires her community to pray for John's
recovery. Based on the incredible true story, Breakthrough is an enthralling reminder that faith and love can create a mountain of hope, and sometimes even
a miracle.

I, J, S, YA, A 116 min.
Breakthrough
DV

Twentieth Century Fox© 2019
31682

Fast-paced and fun, Adventure Catechism offers children a basic overview of the catechism. Volume one includes five lessons: Who made the world? -
Discover who made the world and who made God (7 min.). Who is Jesus? - Learn the many titles of Jesus, how his coming was foretold, and the amazing
way God saves us by him (7 min.). Who is the Holy Spirit? - Gain a better understanding of the Third Person of the Trinity (8 min.). Who is Mary? - Learn
about the role Mary plays in history and in each of our lives (8 min.). What is the Catholic Church? - Discover the Church as a vibrant community that had
its beginnings during Jesus' time on earth. See how She has continued to grow and flourish throughout history until this present day (8 min.).

P 40 min.
Brother Francis Presents: Adventure Catechism - Volume I
DV

Herald Entertainment, Inc© 2019
31680.1

This disc includes five selected episodes from Bishop Fulton Sheen's television series Life Is Worth Living: The Meaning of Love - Is America's Religion
Religious? - The True Meaning of Christmas - Man, Captain of His Destiny - Nurses and Doctors.

A 118 min.
Catholicism: The Pivotal Players - Fulton J. Sheen Bonus Disk - Selected Episodes From "Life Is Worth Living"
DV
Sheen, Fulton J. Word On Fire Catholic Ministries© 2019

31681.1

From the My Little Angels series, this program teaches children about their conscience and how to listen to their conscience inside their heart.

EC, P 24 min.
Conscience
OV

YouTube / EWTN© 2019
51100

https://safeshare.tv/x/FScswmcIccw#
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